March 2, 2016
Jim Jakel, City Manager
City of Martinez
525 Henrietta Street
Martinez CA 94553

via e-mail to jjakel@cityofmartinez.org

Re: Comments by Developer on Pine Meadow and the 2035 General Plan
Update and DEIR
Dear Mr. Jakel,
As it is unclear to us who is currently responsible for the General Plan Update,
we are addressing this to you with copies to the Mayor and City
Council. Please distribute to the appropriate people, including the City
Attorney, and make this letter a part of the public record.
Three letters from Civic Martinez LLC, DeNova Homes or their representatives
have been sent to the City (letters dated 6/10/15, 6/26/15 and 10/29/15)
regarding Pine Meadow and its status as Permanent Open
Space/Recreation. Other letters and communication may exist, but we are not
aware of any. If there is other information on this issue, we request copies of
it.
The subject of the latest of these letters (from Manatt, Phelps & Phillips dated
October 29,2015 ) is “…an erroneous land use designation for the Property
(which we assume was simply a mistake)…”. and “… a corrected land use
designation that allows residential development at a minimum density of 1
dwelling unit per 7,500 square feet…”. The letter further states: “Unless the
draft General Plan update and DEIR are corrected, the City may not lawfully
consider the General Plan update for approval without significant legal risk.”
We are contesting these and other allegations in the developer letters to you.
---------The Manatt letter states, “A review and analysis of all applicable planning
documents indicates that it was never the City’s intent to designate the
Property as permanent open space.”
This contention that the designation of Pine Meadow as open space was an
error is not supported by the facts.
The General Plan Resolution No. 69 dated June 20, 1973 adopts the General
Plan incorporating the Hidden Lakes Specific Area Plan (HLSAP). The HLSAP
clearly shows Pine Meadow as open space in the Figure F32.1 map that is
called out in the first paragraph of the HLSAP. Paragraph 32.1 “Introduction”

states “F32.1 The Hidden Lakes Specific Area Plan map is shown in Figure
F32.1.”
The resolution states “…no one appeared at the Public Hearing to oppose said
revision…”
An amendment to the General Plan-Hidden Lakes Area, Resolution No. 149
dated September 21, 1977 shows the F32.1 map noted “July 1977
Amendment” and still showed Pine Meadow as open space, reaffirming it as
correct and intentional.
The City has reaffirmed there was no error in the designation of Pine Meadow
by requiring a General Plan Amendment to consider the change from Open
Space in the current case of the De Nova Homes project for Pine Meadow.
Other examples of instances where the Pine Meadow open space designation
could have been challenged and was not can be provided, if needed.
---------The developer’s contention that there is internal conflict between the General
Plan and the map designating Pine Meadow as open space is incorrect.
The developer bases the assumption of a conflict in the General Plan on the
interpretation of Paragraph 32.4231 in the Hidden Lakes Specific Area Plan
(HLSAP) contained in the General Plan. Paragraph 32.4231 states “The base
density for the plan area shall permit one dwelling unit per 7500 square feet of
site area as allocated under a R-1 zoning classification.”
This refers to only the areas shown as “Residential” on the F32.1 map, not to
the entire HLSAP area, and we believe this base density is included because
density increases for low and moderate income housing and the conversion of
residential property to open space are laid out in the rest of the section. So a
base residential density needed to be clear.
No planner would consider the base density to be extended to the areas of the
map shown as open space, but the developer does. This incorrect
interpretation of Paragraph 32.4231 is what we understand as the basis for the
‘conflict’, i.e., that the F32.1 map shows Pine Meadow as open space, but this
paragraph says it is to be developed.
The contention that there is a conflict in the General Plan regarding Pine
Meadow is incorrect because the developer’s interpretation of Paragraph
32.4231 is incorrect.
The City has reaffirmed there is no internal conflict in the plan by requiring a
General Plan Amendment for several attempts to change open space over the
years, including in the case of the De Nova Homes project for Pine Meadow.

---------Both the contention that the designation of Pine Meadow as open space was an
error and that there is a conflict in the General Plan regarding Pine Meadow are
not supported by history.
In the last 40+ years, we believe no one has ever questioned that open space
designation, nor the HLSAP itself.
The City has confirmed neither contention is valid by requiring a General Plan
Amendment for several attempts to change open space over the years,
including in the current case of the De Nova Homes project for Pine Meadow.
Furthermore, there is a well-established timeliness necessary to question land
use decisions, and 40+ years after the fact is too late. It is too late to now
question the validity of the 1973 General Plan. General Plan land use
questions must be brought up quickly, not decades later. We understand Napa
Citizens for Honest Government v. Napa County Bd. of Supervisors (2001) 91
Cal.App.4th 342, 387 and A Local & Regional Monitor v. City of Los Angeles
(1993) 12 Cal.App.4th 1773, 1816 may be pertinent here.
Much of the developer’s detailed rational for contesting the designation of Pine
Meadow is based on the developer using selective quotes from the “Hidden
Lakes Open Space Study Committee Report” (HLOSSCR). The study was
received by the City in April 1972 according to the date stamp. We can find no
record that it was ever accepted or made an official document by the Council,
nor could City staff, when we asked recently. The HLOSSCR appears to have
no official status and should not be the basis for questioning the General Plan
or the HLSAP.
Most important, the General Plan Resolution No. 69 adopting the General Plan
incorporating the Hidden Lakes Specific Area Plan (HLSAP) occurred in June,
1973, over a year after the HLOSSCR was received by the City. It would be
logical to believe the Council incorporated what they wanted from the
HLOSSCR into the General Plan and HLSAP.
(Should the HLOSSCR be found relevant, we believe the developer’s use of it to
bolster his arguments is inaccurate, and will provide specifics, if necessary.
Please advise us, if you would like such information.)
In addition, the input of the General Plan Task Force has been misstated as
providing recommendations on Pine Meadow. No official report was ever issued
by the Task Force. The Task Force met during the early stages of the General
Plan Update to give input for plan elements. It was envisioned that they would
meet throughout the process and give a more formal approval of the General
Plan Update when the Planning Department finished the work.

Instead the Task Force was essentially disbanded and Dina Tasini finished the
report without any further input from the Task Force. The Task Force was
given an early opportunity to comment on the General Plan Update during
August of 2015. Most Task Force members that commented thought that the
process was not completed and the resulting General Plan had significant
deficits.
---------The letter states, “…the intent in planning for this area was to preserve the
string of small lakes at the center of the area, as well as the natural knolls and
ridges at its border and adjacent to Pleasant Hill.” This is not correct.
Paragraph 32.31 states: “The major portion of the site area shall be retained for
open space use, primarily preserved as public open space, with a portion
preserved in private ownership.” Figure F32.1 shows major sections of open
space well to the north and west of the Hidden Lakes area, and of Pine Meadow
itself, well away from the small lakes and Pleasant Hill border.
A major open space exists to the northwest of Pine Meadow, and within
approximately 500 yards. Several open spaces, including the Freitas/Vine Hill
Open Space and a number of other private open spaces exist closer to Pine
Meadow.
The connection to the California Hiking and Riding Trail that extends for miles
and connects to many other open space, parks and trails is across the street
from Pine Meadow and down a shaded pathway that skirts both the
Freitas/Vine Hill Open Space and the Ashwood Drive Open Space.
Pine Meadow is clearly part of a large network of open spaces, trails and parks
that extend well beyond Pine Meadow, and is not limited to the small lakes and
lands near the Pleasant Hill border.
---------The letter implies Pine Meadow does not qualify as open space, but this is not
true.
The connections described approve point out the interrelation of Pine Meadow
to other open spaces, parks and trails. Flora and fauna on the property are
indicative of natural areas, and are reported in both personal recitals and
official records of tree surveys.
Paragraph 32.32 states “The existing golf course is an appropriate use within
the plan area.” It calls out Pine Meadow specifically as a golf course. The
sentence is included to clarify its open space use, and shows the Council
understanding that golf course use does not preclude an open space
designation.

Furthermore, other golf courses are considered for open space. For instance,
one is currently being discussed in Livermore, Springtown Golf Course, for
conversion to open space.
The use of Pine Meadow as a golf course has been contended as disqualifying it
as open space. But open space is rarely unused property in Contra Costa
County. Much is farm/grazing land that has been overrun by cattle,
crisscrossed by roads, fencing and by plowed and graded areas for ponds,
etc. Invasive species like yellow star thistle and exotic trees are prevalent.
Many require extensive restoration, like Fernandez Ranch where the creek bed
had to be restored. Many include structures that remain to both serve the
public and to underscore the history of the open space. (We hope that occurs
at Pine Meadow too.) Even coal mines, landfills and oil refineries have been
converted to open space and parks.
Pine Meadow is in better condition than many open space areas, and provides
views, wildlife and trees and vegetation, rolling contours and a sense of serenity
that accomplish the primary goals of open space.
---------The letter states, “Importantly, the owners of the property have been paying
taxes and assessments to the City and the County based on an assumption
that the property was designated for residential development.” We have found
no evidence to support this contention, and available evidence contradicts this
contention.
Taxes on the property have never been high. As late as 2013, the entire tax bill
was $10,710.44. Property tax of $2148.88 was based on an assessed value of
$214,688.
The largest tax item is $6968 for a special situation, MT D Mello Roos. Clearly,
as private property, the tax applied to Pine Meadow. The tax had no category
for private open space. The closest category that could possibly fit, even
though Pine Meadow was a hybrid, was “c. Commercial Property including
Hotels and Motels: Four taxable units per acre”. This category works out
perfectly to the tax amount they are charged: 26 acres x $67/taxable unit x
4units/acre=$6968.
The developer backs into a residential rate by simply taking the total tax bill
and dividing it by the rate for residential. That is why the number of units he
comes up with, 104, bears no relation to any logical number of units for the
parcel.
----------

There are other contestable statements in this letter and the other two, and we
reserve the right to discuss them if necessary.
We believe there is no basis to question the designation of Pine Meadow as
open space, and will contest any efforts to do so.

Sincerely,
Mark Thomson and Tim Platt
For Friends of Pine Meadow
918 Meadowvale Court
Martinez CA 94553
cc:
Mayor and City Council; Mercy Cabral

